
Heat Capacities of Gases
 From definition of molar heat 

capacity, we also know:
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 From energy conservation, 
requiring dQ=dKtr (no work) gives,

 Monatomic ~ Ideal Gas
(matches well with prediction)



Heat Capacity (diatomic)

A diatomic molecule can absorb energy into its translational 
motion, its rotational motion and in its vibrational motions.



Equipartition of Energy
This principle states that each degree of freedom (“separate 
mechanisms in storing energy”) will contribute (½ kT) to the total 
average energy per molecule. 

 Diatomic (without vibration): 3 trans dofs + 2 rotational dofs
This give Etot= 5/2 NkT or  = 5/2 nRT.
Again, consider an infinitesimal energy change, we have

,  and this gives  Cv = 5/2 R.5
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 Monoatomic: 3 translational dofs 3 (½ kT)
This give Etot= 3/2 NkT (same as before).



Heat Capacities (real gases, e.g., H2)
 At low T, only 3 

translational dofs can 
be activated

 At higher T, additional 
rotational dofs can be 
activated

 At higher T still, 
vibrational dofs might 
also get activated

Heat capacity for a H2 gas

 For normal T range, one take                 for H2 gas 5
2vC R



Heat Capacities of Ideal Solids
 Atoms are connected 

together by springs
 Assume harmonic motions 

for these springs (Hooke’s 
law)

Cv = 3R

 For each spatial direction, 
there are two dofs
(vibrational KE, vibrational 
PE) and we have 3 dims

 For the entire solid, we 
have 3/2 kT (KE) + 3/2 kT (PE)  
 Etot = 3kT



Dulong Petit Prediction and Improvements

0vC 

Einstein: treating 
atoms as QM 
HMOs…

Debye: extension 
by including 
low-f phonons…

3
vC T



The van der Waals Equation
A more realistic Equation of States for gases which includes 
corrections for the facts that molecules are not point particles, 
that they have volume, and for the attraction/repulsion that 
naturally exists between the adjacent atoms/molecules.
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Notes on Van Der Waals

 The volume parameter b:
 It makes sense that real gas as finite size hard spheres will reduce the 

total volume of the gas by a term which is proportional to the number 
of mole n.
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Notes on Van Der Waals
 The intra-molecular force parameter a:
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 This intra-molecular force acts in pairs (to the lowest order of 
approximation)

 Intra-molecular force tends to reduce the pressure of the gas onto the 
wall by pulling the molecules toward the interior of the container

 For N molecules, # pairs = N(N-1)/2; for N large, ~ N2 

The count of molecular pairs (in mole) within an unit volume ~ (n/V)2

 depends on the number of pairs of molecules within this unit volume
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Chapter 19: The 1st Law of 
Thermodynamics

 Heat, Work, and 
Thermodynamic Processes

 Internal Energy and the 1st

Law of Thermodynamics
 Types of Thermodynamic 

Processes
 Adiabatic Processes
 More on Heat Capacities



Thermodynamic Systems
 A Thermodynamic System: A collection of objects 

(considered as one “system”) that may have potential to 
exchange energy (heat AND work) with each others and its 
surrounding.

State of a thermodynamic system is 
characterized by a set of marcoscopic
variables (P, V, T, n) and, it can be 
visualized as a point in the PV diagram.

A thermodynamic system changes from 
one state (1) to another state (2) through a 
thermodynamic process indicated by the 
blue curve/path in the PV diagram.
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state 1
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 System States & Thermodynamic Processes:



Thermodynamic Systems
 Notes on thermodynamic processes:

 Different processes will have different paths on the PV 
graph

 Thermodynamic states can only be specified if the system 
is in a thermal equilibrium!  
 Every (macroscopic) subparts of the system should have the same 
values of 
P,T,V,n, etc.

 For n fixed in                   in an Ideal Gas, we only need 2 
out of 3 state variables                to specify a state uniquely!
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Thermodynamic Systems
 Notes on thermodynamic processes:

 A quasi-static process can be thought of as a sufficiently 
slow (still fast in macroscopic time) process such that the 
system is approximately near equilibrium at each step.

 A path for a thermodynamic process can only be 
represented in the PV diagram as a curve if the process is 
reversible (quasi-static).



Reversible vs. Non-Reversible Processes

state 2

state 1
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Reversible (Quasi-static) Non-Reversible (Non-Quasi-static)

Small changes in 
forcing the piston & 
heat exchange can 
increase/decrease the 
volume reversibly .

NO small changes can 
stop the gas in filling 
the container after the 
partition is broken.
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state 1
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same 
initial & 
final 
states



Energy Transfer in a Thermodynamic 
System

Heat (Q):  A thermodynamic 
system can absorb or release
heat during a thermodynamic 
process.

Work (W):  Work is either 
done on or done by a system 
during a thermodynamic 
process.

Note: Play attention to the 
sign conventions for Q and W!


